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Actions to ensure a continuity of the legislative process despite of the Covid-19 scenario
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- 513 MPs on a remote floor
- Deliberative sessions
  - Attendance registration
  - E-voting
- Only an internet link and a smartphone should be necessary
Brazilian House of Representatives

Virtual Plenary Architecture

Video Conference Service

- Video – only public images and sound
- Platform on the cloud

Internal user account

User account

Infoleg App
- Attendance Registering
- Voting
- Other functionalities

Legislative Systems
- S1
- S2
- Sn

www.camara.leg.br

Open Data

*not integrated with social media
Infoleg

MPs, MPs Agenda, Caucus leaders

Agenda of meetings and sessions

Plenary Sessions & Committee Meetings

Video
MPs Presence
List of Speakers
Questions
Result of voting

Bills (proposals) & Laws
Caucus Leaders’s voting orientation

Voting

MPs at the session

Voting result panel
Legislative Process on a Remote Mode

Bill (Proposal) → Amendments → Virtual Plenary Session

- main author
- multiple authors

voting

www.camara.leg.br

Open data

TV, YouTube
Video Conference Service

Sessions held on the Plenary
Secure distance
Infra-structure of high quality cameras and microphones
Hybrid mode
All phases of Covid-19 curve
After the crisis – legislative process continuity
Drivers to the Change

Resolution 14/2020

Strategic Decisions

2016

Build a legislative process app

Develop a system to submit bills digitally

Adopt Agile methodologies

Run a Digital Legislative Process project

March 17th 2020

March 25th 2020
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